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Disclaimer 

This presentation was according to the reviewed financial statements by 

CPA and it reported based on IFRS, please refer to the published financial 

statements for full content. 

 

The matters addressed in this presentation are forward-looking statements 

that involve certain risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results 

to differ materially. DMT does not warranty as to the accuracy or 

completeness of such information and nor assume any undertaking further 

information becomes available or in light of changing circumstances. You 

shall not place undue reliance on any forward looking information. 

 

The presentation and its contents may not be reproduced to a third party 

without the prior written consent of DMT. 
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曜亞國際 
•從台灣出發、 『光曜亞洲、放眼國際』 

 
經營理念 

•客戶滿意．快樂員工．幸福企業 ．美麗人生 

 
使命 

•誠信正直 團隊合作 當責創新 

董事長 Chairman 
傅輝東 Tony Fu 

Overview of DMT 



     Top Provider of Medical Aesthetic Solutions in Asia  

Dynamic Medical Technologies Inc.(DMT),was established in 2003. Consisting 

of experienced experts in different fields, DMT earns high reputation from both 

suppliers and customers. 

Merged companies aim to build a complete medical beauty industry chain , 

providing customers with medical beauty equipment, medical beauty consumables, 

injection fillers, beauty care products, hair care and slimming treatments. Related 

products have obtained distribution agency rights in Taiwan, China, Hong Kong 

and other places. The company's products and instruments are from internationally 

competitive and safe high-standard manufacturers, with the company's integrated 

marketing strategy, medical beauty channel consultant management, professional 

education consulting and complete after-sales maintenance system to provide 

medical beauty customers. A full range of services to create “BEAUTY" innovation 

and business opportunities. 
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     Top Provider of Medical Aesthetic Solutions in Asia  

DMT is in the leading edge of the medical aesthetic market and has successful 

created many trend products of the time, such as IPL, Skin-toning laser (C6) , 

Fraxel ,Ulthera ,Picoway ,vaginal lasers—Fotona Smooth and Viveve serial. 

   Looking ahead, in addition to continuing to develop competitive new products, 

the company will also actively expand its business scope and deepen the Asian 

medical beauty industry through overseas investment. 
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Market Overview 

According to the Asian-Pacific Market Study issued by Medical Insight, Inc. in 

Nov. 2016, total Asian sales of all aesthetic products and equipment reached 

US$1.35 billion in 2016 and are expected to increase by 13.7% per year through 

2021. Furthermore, medical aesthetic market can be divided into 4 sections: 

Energy-Based Device, Body Shaping and Skin Tightening ,Dermal Filler and 

Neurotoxin, and DMT’s distributed products covers the first 3 sections. 

Medical Aesthetic Brands 

Unit：USD$K 
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DMT’s annual consolidation Revenue was over NT$1 billion. The main source of 

operating income is medical beauty equipment sales, accounting for about 30%; 

medical beauty consumables and parts sales, accounting for about 55%, and 

maintenance income and other, accounting for about 15%. 

29% 

53% 

18% 

30% 

54% 

16% 

30% 

57% 

13% 

Unit：NTD$K 

1,214,814 
1,156,622 

614,520 

Business Overview 
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The net profit of the company was slightly 

lower than that of 2016 in 2017, mainly due to 

a slight decline of revenue. 

The first half of the year of 2018, which was 

lower than that of the same period in 2017, 

was mainly due to the decrease in gross profit 

margin which the sales mix of the products. 

And the increase in operating expenses due to 

the expansion of Chinese operating team. 

The 2017 annual operating income 

decreased compared with 2016, mainly due 

to the decline in the market demand for 

Machine consumables of overseas 

companies. 

In the first half of 2018, the amount of 

operating income increased, mainly due to 

the rebound in demand for Machine 

consumables from overseas companies. 

Unit：NTD$K 

Unit：NTD$K 
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Operating Revenue 

Unit:NTD$K 

Financial Overview 

Gross Profit 

Unit:NTD$K 

Profit From Operations 

Unit：NTD$K 
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82,213 

Unit:NTD$K 
157,607 

182,935 
175,606 

143,318 

129,538 

148,564 

69,757 
77,149 

Unit:NTD$K 

94,661 



EB / CYJ(TW) 

仁愛身型美顏 

高雄身型美顏 

高雄健髮 

桃園健髮 
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大直身型美顏  
 古亭髮健 

永和健髮 

仁愛健髮 

台中健髮 

台中身型美顏 

竹北健髮 

新竹健髮 

台南健髮 

Investment Overview 
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Short-Term Planning 

Mid-Term Planning 

Long-Term Planning 

 Ulthera  

 PicoWay 

 Hya-Dermis 

 Vaginal lasers 

 Viveve 

 Belviq 

 All-round one-stop beauty 

therapy service  

 Being a product leader in 

the medical cosmetology 

market  

       As a market leader, continue to 

lead Leading the market for 

beauty 

 Medytox_Neuronox 

Strategies and Outlook 
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Appendix 
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Long-term cooperation with partners continues growing strong  

Accumulated years of experience, DMT is in the leading edge of the medical aesthetic market 

by means of sophisticated sales and marketing forces and dedicated service and 

management team. With successful integration, DMT has achieved vertical integration of 

medical aesthetics resources. From importing medical aesthetic products to assisting clinical 

operations, DMT has created global competitive advantage. We have already positioned 

ourselves in the Greater China market and will keep making all-out effort to enhance Greater 

China Medical Aesthetic market. The value created by DMT will be clear for all to see!  
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